
MANAGEMENT 
PRIZE

MANAGEMENT  
CATEGORY 

GROUP COMPANIES 
VINCI PLC, Taylor Woodrow,  
VINCI Construction UK Ltd/ 
VINCI Construction

HEAD OF PROJECT 
Alan Blunden

TEAM 
Richard D. Smith, Dawn Love, 
Emma McNab, Alexandra Gardner
In partnership with  
Ian Osborne, Josie Turner/University 
of Exeter

GREEN STEPS WORK-STUDY  
TRAINING PROGRAMME
LETTING THE COMPANY TAP INTO ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT EXPERTISE 

CONTACT 
VINCI PLC
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 1923 470 472
alan.blunden@taylorwoodrow.com

PROJECT 
UK 002

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION

Context:

Taylor Woodrow (VINCI PLC) has for many years maintained relations with universities and schools specialising in 
construction and has been able to hire a significant number of former trainees and sponsored students whose skills are 
known to the company. Conversely, it does not have a “talent pool” for recruiting people with specialised training in the 
environment and sustainable development, profiles that are increasingly sought after for major civil engineering projects. 
Even the universities themselves seemed to be unaware of this opportunity.

Description:

A solution emerged with Green Steps, a work-study programme offered by the University of Exeter (England) for students 
interested in careers with a strong environmental or sustainable development dimension. After discussions in 2014 
the university committed to selecting and presenting candidates and the company to proposing projects and internship 
possibilities.

Benefits:

Internships were offered to two students from the University of Exeter. The first involved working as an environmental 
assistant with a brief to draw up an intensive programme of environmental conservation measures for a major highways 
project. The second internship focused on application of a new waste management standard. The experience proved 
highly satisfactory (one of the trainees was subsequently employed), prompting the company to renew and strengthen 
its partnership with the university.
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Following this first successful collaboration,  
Taylor Woodrow decided to strengthen its ties with  
the University of Exeter and further promote the 
programme to raise awareness of the opportunities 
offered in the construction industry to graduates  
with degrees in environmental sciences.



SPECIAL JURY 
PRIZE

PROCESSES  
AND TECHNIQUES 

CATEGORY

GROUP COMPANIES 
VINCI Construction UK Ltd,  
VINCI PLC/VINCI Construction

HEAD OF PROJECT 
Andrew Whaley

TEAM 
Gary Connor, Tom Herbert,  
Richard Hinchliffe, Jim Richings, 
Duncan Summers, Andrew West

SAFETY RAIL EDGE PROTECTION
A WORKSITE SOLUTION CONFIRMED BY STANDARDISED TESTING 

CONTACT
VINCI Construction UK Ltd
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 1904 625 754
andrew.whaley 
@vinciconstruction.co.uk

PROJECT 
UK 020

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION
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The strip is very thin and does not need to be removed 
for installation of the plasterboard panels. It can be very 
quickly secured in position using self-tapping screws.

Context:

In June 2014, on a worksite in York involving a building clad with a curtain wall, VINCI Construction UK was unable to install 
peripheral scaffolding, as planned, following the dismantling of the edge protection material. A 600 mm unprotected gap 
between the curtain wall’s vertical elements exposed worksite employees to the risk of falls.

Description:

The difficulty was to find a solution that would not interfere with subsequent operations (installation of plasterboard, 
in particular) and was not too costly. The solution consisted of securing three thin steel strips (0.75 mm thick and 35 mm 
wide) that act as guard rails across the uprights of the curtain wall frame.

Benefits:

Practical tests carried out on the worksite proved satisfactory. However the company wanted to ensure that the procedure 
complied with British standards in terms of robustness and asked the VINCI Technology Centre to conduct a series of 
standardised tests. The results of these tests were conclusive, allowing the solution to be rolled out across the worksite.



GROUP COMPANIES 
VINCI PLC, VINCI Facilities, VINCI 
Construction UK/VINCI Construction

HEAD OF PROJECT 
Nigel Lassman

TEAM
Victoria Hughes, Steve Pearce
In partnership with
Andy Gray/Pro-Sapien

“NEAR-MISS” APP FOR MOBILES
ACROSS-THE-BOARD USE IN JUST TWO YEARS - ACROSS THE CHANNEL!

CONTACT
VINCI PLC
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 1923 233 433
nigel.lassman@vinci.plc.uk

PROJECT 
UK 079

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION

SPECIAL JURY 
PRIZE

DISSEMINATION 
CATEGORY

Context:

In 2013, VINCI Facilities UK presented an app for mobile phones designed to report dangerous situations and near misses, 
which was awarded the Materials, Processes and Techniques prize for the United Kingdom and Ireland region (project 
UK 035). The advantage of this easy to use application over the conventional procedures involving paper records is that 
it facilitates and sharply accelerates reporting of information, plus allows attachment of photos.

Description:

In 2014, VINCI PLC decided to continue developing the tool and roll it out over all its divisions. The app was tested on 
12 projects representative of all VINCI Construction UK business lines and geographical regions. It then organised an 
information campaign (meetings, posters on worksites, video, intranet), culminating with large-scale launch of the new 
version during the VINCI Health and Safety Week in October 2014.

Benefits:

Since the app has been rolled out, an average of ten incidents are notified every week from each operation, or around  
800 “reports” over a year. It brings two main benefits: the worksite’s HSE officer, who is the first to receive the notification, 
can intervene immediately, while the volume of information forwarded and the ease with which it can be processed allows 
the company to identify potentially dangerous recurring situations and revise its prevention strategy accordingly.
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The app works with all mobile phone operating systems. It can 
be very simply downloaded by scanning the QR code on the 
posters displayed on the worksite.



GROUP COMPANIES
Taylor Woodrow,  
VINCI Construction UK Ltd/ 
VINCI Construction

HEAD OF PROJECT
Craig Prangley

HEAD OF PROJECT
Thomas Whatling 
In partnership with  
Caroline O’Connor/BAM Nuttall,  
Roger Thomsett/Noise Map

INVERTED MAPPING OF NOISE CONTOURS
TAKING NOISE DISTURBANCES AND VIBRATIONS INTO ACCOUNT IN WORKS SCHEDULING

CONTACT
VINCI Construction UK Ltd
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 7816 515 725
craig.prangley@taylorwoodrow.com

PROJECT 
UK 090

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION

Context:

The major project to upgrade and extend the campaign for the Victoria Underground Station in the heart of London  
includes large-scale works and use of substantial and complex engineering and construction technical means to comply 
with the very tight deadlines set. In accordance with a Section 61 consent with Westminster City Council it must also 
mitigate the disturbances generated (noise, vibrations) to avoid compromising normal operation of adjacent business 
premises and sensitive sites, such as the world-famous Victoria Palace Theatre (under which the tunnels are being dug) 
and the Apollo Theatre with which London Underground also had binding third-party agreements.

Description:

Unlike the standard procedure which entails adapting activity as a function of the noise level measured, the worksite was 
organised according to noise and vibration thresholds not to be exceeded. These thresholds, determined by “mapping”, 
were defined in consultation with the theatre, in particular, during a measuring campaign carried out before the start of 
works. The system allowed the worksite to determine in advance the capacity of the equipment it could use to continue 
operations during performances.

Benefits:

Tackling the problem before starting work allowed worksite organisation to comply with the agreed noise and vibration 
levels without ever being obliged to interrupt work in progress. This made it possible to avoid production downtime and 
delays that would compromise compliance with deadlines and costs. It also avoided the financial penalties provided for 
in the event of disturbance to theatre performances.

PARTNERS PRIZE
PROCESSES  

AND TECHNIQUES 
CATEGORY
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A table accessible via the Internet provides a comparison  
of the mapping data with real-time noise and vibration 
measurements taken by sensors placed at strategic spots.



GROUP COMPANIES
Freyssinet International & Cie, 
Freyssinet/VINCI Construction

HEAD OF PROJECT 
Donatien Piffard

TEAM
Boris Cousin
In partnership with  
Alain Bobier/BLS

“BLISTER” LIFTING TOOL
A PRECISION TOOL USED FOR REPLACING THE POST-TENSIONING  
SYSTEM OF THE HAMMERSMITH FLYOVER

CONTACT
Freyssinet International & Cie 
France
Tel.: +44 7717 868 799
donatien.piffard@freyssinet.com

PROJECT
UK 111

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION
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The versatility of the tool allows it to be used independently  
on its scissors, or from the forks of a telehandler in case of 
access difficulties, providing the flexibility required by the most 
stringent urban environments.

Context:

The Hammersmith flyover in London, brought into service in 1962, was the first structure built in the United Kingdom  
from precast segments. The strengthening scope is to replace the existing internal post-tensioning system with  
an external post-tensioning system by summer 2015. A total of 192 concrete anchor blocks called “blisters” had to be 
installed on the underside of the deck to serve as an anchor for the new tendon.

Description:

Given the short deadlines imposed for completing the work, the solution chosen was to use precast blisters. However no 
standard tool existed to install these 2.5 tonne blocks, at a height of 6 m with the required accuracy, so the company had to 
develop this custom-made tool. It consists of a wheel-mounted scissor lifting platform equipped with a special adjusting 
unit on the top. All the necessary tests, compliance controls and certifications were carried out before bringing the platform 
into service on the worksite.

Benefits:

With cast in situ blisters, the duration of work at one location would have been at least 15 days, would have been at least 
15 days, whereas installation of a blister with the “Blister Lifting Tool” takes just three hours. It is a serious advantage in live 
traffic works, drastically reduces work at height, improves safety conditions and cuts costs.

EQUIPMENT  
AND TOOLS PRIZE

EQUIPMENT 
AND TOOLS 
CATEGORY



GROUP COMPANY 
Eurosigns Ltd/Eurovia

HEAD OF PROJECT 
Dean Welburn

TEAM 
Christine Kittridge, Sean Marshall, 
Mark Pardy
In partnership with  
Lee Fairbrother/Routesafe

“STOP-GO” SIGN WITH CAMERA
SIGNALLING PLUS DETERRENCE

CONTACT
Eurosigns Ltd
United Kingdom
Tel. : +44 1934 421 404
dean.welburn@eurovia.co.uk

PROJECT
UK 147

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION

Context:

In the highway services sector, employees working on the road network are potentially exposed to traffic risks. Despite the 
mandatory signalling equipment installed, these risks are even greater in the vicinity of road worksites due to the behaviour 
of drivers who fail to take workers’ safety into account or who do not have adequate control of their vehicle. Until now, we 
had no way of recording such incidents.

Description:

The safety sign designed by Eurosigns (Eurovia) addresses this problem. Inspired by the “Stop-Go” portable signs commonly 
used for traffic control, it is equipped with a patented system for recording video images of vehicles approaching the works 
area. The very bright flashing LED lights forming the word “Stop” make the sign particularly visible.

Benefits:

These signs comply with all traffic control requirements and, following initial site trials, over 100 units have been rolled 
out by around 13 different local highway authorities since July 2014. The high quality of the recorded video means it can 
be used as evidence in the event of legal proceedings. The strong “deterrent” effect was unanimously emphasized and 
appreciated by operators.

SAFETY PRIZE
EQUIPMENT  
AND TOOLS 
CATEGORY
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The images can be rapidly accessed either by removing  
the camera’s MicroSD card or by downloading onto a laptop 
using a USB cable.



GROUP COMPANY
Taylor Woodrow/VINCI Construction

HEAD OF PROJECT
Craig Prangley

TEAM 
Howard Sayers
In partnership with 
Ian Heath/BAM Nutall

SUPPORT-FREE TUNNEL JUNCTION
RENOVATING THE VICTORIA UNDERGROUND STATION IN LONDON 
WITHOUT ENCROACHING ON PUBLIC AREAS

CONTACT
Taylor Woodrow 
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 7816 515 725
craig.prangley@taylorwoodrow.com

PROJECT 
UK 151

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION
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Given the great advantages of the support-free tunnel junction, both  
for the client and for commuters, the principle has already been adopted  
on other upgrade projects on the London Underground network.

Context:

The Victoria Underground Station, located at the heart of one of London’s largest intermodal hubs, is currently undergoing 
an upgrade campaign spanning seven years. The works, which involve doubling the size of the existing ticket hall, building 
a new ticket hall, construction of 300 m of connecting tunnels and of escalators/lifts to provide access to platforms from 
street level, must be executed as far as possible without encroaching on the public areas through which hundreds of 
thousands of commuters pass every day.

Description:

With the traditional technique, temporary shoring structures would normally be called for where the new tunnels join 
existing public areas. Taylor Woodrow’s “support-free tunnel junction” made it possible to do away with use of this 
temporary shoring equipment thanks to a retaining structure installed entirely on the inner side of the tunnel and associated 
ground preparation work. A lightweight barrier is all that is required to mark out the separation between the two areas and 
has the advantage of not encroaching on the spaces available for commuter flows.

Benefits:

The system was implemented at six points on the worksite. At the junction point between the very narrow Victoria station 
platforms and two new tunnels, it alleviated the need for a partial or complete closure of the station – and the savings 
generated easily offset the development cost. The support-free tunnel junction also made a strong contribution to 
improved worksite safety by reducing the need for equipment transport and handling operations and work at height.

PROCESSES 
AND TECHNIQUES 

PRIZE
PROCESSES  

AND TECHNIQUES 
CATEGORY



GROUP COMPANIES
Freyssinet Ltd, Freyssinet 
International & Cie/VINCI 
Construction

HEAD OF PROJECT
Paul Bottomley

TEAM
David Arribe, Guillaume Black,  
Leon O’Neill, Fabien Tesson,  
Ivica Zivanovic

REINFORCING THE SIRI OFFSHORE PLATFORM
AN UNPRECEDENTED APPLICATION OF THE FREYSSINET STAY CABLE

CONTACT
Freyssinet Ltd
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 1952 201 901
paul.bottomley@freyssinet.co.uk

PROJECT 
UK 162

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION

Context:

The Siri oil platform anchored in the North Sea 220 km off the coast of Denmark has been in operation since 2003. 
An inspection in 2009 detected cracks in the structure which necessitated some strengthening work. The initial plan 
to use steel K-bracing appeared so costly and difficult to carry out without interrupting production that the operator 
envisaged possibly abandoning and dismantling the platform if a more economical solution could not be found.

Description:

At the end of 2010, the engineering firm Atkins consulted Freyssinet, specialist in structural reinforcement and world leader 
in stay cables, about the possibility of using a cable-based strengthening system. Although the Freyssinet H2000 stay cable 
was not suitable for use as is, the company carried out specific development work to respond to requirements in terms of 
load-bearing capacity, corrosion protection of the anchorages, life span and fatigue resistance plus the additional constraint 
of complete prefabrication.

Benefits:

After tests on a small-scale model and then a full-size model to fine-tune specific adaptations (corrosion-protection filling 
of the anchorages, protection of the crossing points, etc.), the Freyssinet strengthening system was installed on the platform 
in June 2014 by the Client, Subsea 7, and has proven to be fully satisfactory. It delivered considerable gains compared to the 
initial solution envisaged – it is believed that the increased speed of installation alone resulted in cost savings that more 
than fully covered the cost of design, supply and prefabrication of the stay cables.

GRAND PRIZE
PROCESSES  

AND TECHNIQUES 
CATEGORY

A custom-built cable handling frame was erected in 
the prefabrication workshop to allow the filling of 
the cable anchorages with resin to proceed, without 
subjecting the cable to excessive twisting.
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MARKETING  
AND SERVICES 

PRIZE
MARKETING  

AND SERVICES  
CATEGORY

GROUP COMPANIES
Taylor Woodrow, VINCI Construction 
UK Ltd/VINCI Construction

HEAD OF PROJECT
Austin Gardner

TEAM 
Andrew Kenyon, Darren Kite
In partnership with  
Shay O’Carroll/Hobs Studio

3D PRESENTATION MODEL
DISPLAYING AND HIGHLIGHTING THE ADVANTAGES OF AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION 

CONTACT
Taylor Woodrow
United Kingdom
Tel. : +44 1923 233 433
austin.gardner@taylorwoodrow.com

PROJECT 
UK 166

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION

Context:

In the framework of a call for tender for a very large motorway project (£600 million), Taylor Woodrow developed an 
original and economical alternative solution for a major interchange. The team responsible for the proposal unanimously 
considered it sufficiently innovative to prevail over rival bids – particularly if its advantages could be highlighted during 
the presentation.

Description:

Instead of the usual presentation method based on drawings and cross-sectional views, the team opted for a volumetric 
model that would better highlight the advantages of the proposed solution. A large-scale model (1,460 x 400 x 100 mm) 
was produced from the data in the BIM model using a 3D colour printer, which combined the project modelling and 
an aerial view of the site. The profile of the baseline solution was also reproduced on the model’s plexi-glass cover so that 
the alternative bid could be more easily compared to the initial design.

Benefits:

The team achieved its goal: this method of presentation was very favourably received by the client and the company’s bid 
was accepted. The model could also be used in later presentations to works teams and local residents, etc. The principle 
could be systematically rolled out for other Taylor Woodrow projects, since it is a prime example of the merits of Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) techniques in construction projects.

Thanks to the 3D model, the 
advantages of the alternative 
solution are immediately apparent.
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GROUP COMPANIES
Taylor Woodrow, VINCI Construction 
UK Ltd/VINCI Construction

HEAD OF PROJECT
Michael Beagle

TEAM
Michael Ashton, Gareth Wagland 
In partnership with  
Tony Amis, Mindaugas Petrulis/ 
GI Energy

ENERGY OPTIMISATION FOR CROSSRAIL
COMBINING RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES FOR A HYBRID FACILITY

CONTACT
Taylor Woodrow
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 1923 470 239
michael.beagle@taylorwoodrow.com

PROJECT 
UK 208

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION

1

Context:

In 2014, Taylor Woodrow (VINCI PLC) responded to a call for tender to build the new maintenance depot and garage for 
the Crossrail network at the Old Oak Common station in Acton, north London. It had to propose solutions for improving 
renewable technology performances as imposed by Rail for London and validated in the building permit to respond to the 
sustainable development objectives of the final user, Crossrail.

Description:

The first phase for the company was to assess the site’s energy requirements and reinforce building insulation to reduce 
these needs. The renewable technologies already specified in the building permits were then supplemented – among other 
initiatives – by a system of geothermic piles and deep shafts for storing thermal energy. In the end, the combination of 
different energy sources for the buildings creates a source of renewable hybrid energy.

Benefits:

The proposal far exceeded Crossrail’s expectations: CO2 emissions were reduced by over 33% (compared with the initial 
target of 20%); renewable energy sources cover more than 30% of the site’s energy requirements (versus a target of 20%); 
electricity demand is over 30% lower than in the baseline project. Thanks to these excellent results, Taylor Woodrow won 
the tender and Crossrail was able to showcase its commitment to sustainable development.

SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT 

PRIZE
MARKETING  

AND SERVICES  
CATEGORY
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The ground-source energy stored in the piles 
and deep shafts will be used to heat the site’s 
workshops and other premises through a system 
of heat pumps.



GROUP COMPANY 
BBMV-JV - Crossrail C512/ 
VINCI Construction 

HEAD OF PROJECT
Barbara Fernsner

TEAM 
Cédric Neulat
In partnership with Thomas Lacy/
Balfour Beatty, Thulasi Gopal, 
Colin Parham/Tony Gee & Partners, 
Finbarr Lynch/Arcelor Mittal AMCS

STAGGERED-END REINFORCING BARS
SIMPLER, FASTER INSTALLATION OF DENSE REINFORCEMENT IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

CONTACT 
BBMV-JV - Crossrail C512
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 7794 560 019
barbara.fernsner 
@vinci-construction.com

PROJECT 
UK 238

UNITED KINGDOM 
AND IRELAND REGION
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This new way of positioning the steel reinforcing bars made it 
possible to employ standard concrete and the standard vibrating 
process, and complete the foundation raft in just seven weeks.

Context:

Renovation of the Whitechapel underground station in London required digging a 30 m shaft. In 2012, the density of the steel 
reinforcement required for the foundation raft (1 000 sq. m. x 2,100 mm thick) made its execution look to be particularly 
complex, both in terms of installation (40 mm diameter bars, 3,200 mm long lap lengths) and for subsequent concreting and 
vibration (bars spaced only 150 mm apart, greater than 50% overlap of upper raft).

Description:

In 2013, at the same time as submitting it to the VINCI Innovation Awards competition (project UK 183), VINCI Construction 
UK suggested that the joint venture apply an innovative design variant for positioning the bars, taking inspiration from an 
interpretation of Eurocode 3. Within the layers, the bars would be simply “butted” rather than lapped as per the traditional 
method, and the butt ends staggered rather than aligned. The different layers are connected by splice bars.

Benefits:

After validation by the client, this technical solution allowed reinforcement panels to be preassembled and then positioned 
by crane at the bottom of the shaft. All the anticipated benefits of this variant (cost and time savings, concreting quality) 
were achieved or even surpassed during the installation work. The risks linked to manual handling and work at height on the 
worksite were eliminated, with not a single time-off accident recorded.

DISSEMINATION 
PRIZE

DISSEMINATION 
CATEGORY


